Skills release notes: April 2022

Explore all the recent updates to the Pluralsight Skills platform.

Stay ahead of the tech curve by joining our Pluralsight + A Cloud Guru product release webinar (opens in new tab) to introduce you to what’s new in Pluralsight Skills and ACG.

In this article
- Learner releases
- Leader releases
- Mobile and offline app releases

Learner releases

Retired content toggle

Pluralsight is constantly releasing new content and retiring older content to help you focus your learning on current technology. But we recognize there may be times when retired content may be valuable for the legacy platforms you support. Now you can toggle the content status in your search query results to view retired content, helping you skill up in the areas that best meet your individual needs.

Code challenges
Learners on a team plan can now engage with code challenges to practice and build their coding skills across various in-demand technologies. With a combination of video introductions and hands-on challenges, you can practice your skills in short, bite-sized modules.

You can find code challenges by clicking Browse, then Code Challenges.

Leader releases

Exam voucher tracker

Now plan admins can monitor which users have accessed training, which users have scheduled and taken exams, and the exam results. Admins on plans that have purchased ITIL and PRINCE2 add-ons can access the exam voucher tracker from the Certification Prep Center.
Mobile and offline apps

MacOS offline user player

The desktop app for macOS is available from the [downloads page](#) (opens in new tab). This replaces the previous Mac offline player and offers an improved user experience. To learn what apps and operating systems you can use to access Skills on-the-go, see our Mobile and offline systems article.

If you need help, please email support@pluralsight.com for 24/7 assistance.